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Os tópicos dos capitulos 19 e 20 podem se lidos tambem no livro Beyond  Economic Growth do 

Banco Mundial. 

DEMANDA E OFERTA 

Nas economias de mercado o preço de um bem ou serviço é determinado pela interação 

da demanda e da oferta. In a market economy, the price of a good or service is 

determined through the interaction of demand and supply. To understand how market 

price is determined, it is important to know the determinants of both demand and supply. 

Para entender o mecanismo do mercado temos de conhecer os determinantes da oferta e 

da demanda. 

Determinants of demand. Determinantes da demanda de um produto 

Let's examine some factors that might be expected to change demand for most goods 

and services. These factors include: / Fatores que determinam a demanda/ 

 tastes and preferences, / gostos e preferencias do consumidor 

 the prices of related goods,/  preços dos bens relacionados, dos substitutos e   

dos complementares    

 income,/  renda do consumidor, para todos os efeitos considerada  limitada 

 the number of consumers, and / a dimensão do mercado, monopsonio, 

oligopsonio , concorrencia perfeita, etc 

 expectations of future prices and income./ expectativas do consumidor com 

relação a sua renda futura e aospreços futuros dos bens 

Obviously, any change in tastes that raises the evaluation of a good will result in an 

increase in the demand for a good (as illustrated below). Those who remember the 

short-term increases in demand that occurred with slap bracelets, pogs, hypercolor t-

shirts, beanie babies, Tickle-Me-Elmos, etc., can attest to the effect of changing tastes 

on demand. Fads will often increase the demand for a good for at least a short period of 

time. Quando fazemos uma análise , consideramos como dados todos os fatores 

acima, invocando a condição ceteris paribus. A mudança de qualquer desses fatores 

provocará deslocamentos  da curva de demanda. 
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EXAME DA DEMANDA DO CONSUMIDOR. 

Let's first examine the demand for a good. Demand. The demand for a good or 

service is defined to be the relationship that exists between the price of the good and the 

quantity demanded in a given time period, ceteris paribus. Demanda de um bem é  a 

relação que existe entre os preços  e as quantidades de um bem  demandadas num 

dado periodo.  One way of representing demand is through a demand schedule such as 

the one appearing below: Podemos representar a demanda de um bem por  uma tabela 

com duas colunas, uma para os possíveis preços, outra para as quantidades 

correspondentes adquiridas no periodo de tempo, 

TABELA DA DEMANDA 

 

---------------------------------------- 
A EQUAÇÃO DA DEMANDA 

CORRESPONDENTE A ESTA TABELA 

É   Q= 120 -20P. O PREÇO 

PROIBITIVO,  $6  E A QUANTIDADE 

DE SATURAÇÃO, 120 KG 

 

Note that the demand for the good is the entire relationship that is summarized by this 

table. This demand relationship may also be represented by a demand curve (as 

illustrated below). A partir das informações da tabela de demanda podemos obter a 

respectiva curva de demanda, num gráfico de coordenadas cartesianas, no eixo 

vertical os preços, no horizontal as quantidades  adquiridas a cada preço. 



 
Both the demand schedule and the demand curve indicate that, for this good, an inverse 

relationship exists between the price and the quantity demanded when other factors are 

held constant. This inverse relationship between price and quantity demanded is so 

common that economists have called it the law of demand:  

An inverse relationship exists between the price of a good and the 

quantity demanded in a given time period, ceteris paribus. 

As noted above, demand is the entire relationship between price and quantity, as 

represented by a demand schedule or a demand curve. A change in the price of the good 

results in a change in the quantity demanded, but does not change the demand for the 

good. As the diagram below indicates, an increase in the price from $2 to $3 reduces the 

quantity of this good demanded from 80 to 60, but does not reduce demand.  

   

 

LEI DA DEMANDA.  

Change in demand vs. change in quantity demanded 



A change in demand occurs only when the relationship between price and quantity 

demanded changes.  The position of the demand curve changes when demand changes. 

If the demand curve becomes steeper or flatter or shifts to the right or the left, we can 

say that demand has changed. The diagram below illustrates a shift in the demand for a 

good (from D to D'). Notice that a rightward shift in the position of the demand curve is 

said to be an increase in demand since a larger quantity is demanded at each price.  

 

Market demand 

The market demand consists of the total quantity demanded by each individual in the 

market. Conceptually, the market demand curve is formed by computing the horizontal 

summation of the individual demand curves for all consumers. The diagram below 

illustrates this process. This diagram illustrates a simple case in which there are only 

two consumers, Person A and Person B. Notice that the total quanity demanded in the 

market is just the sum of the quantities demanded by each individual. In this diagram, 

Person A wished to buy 10 of this commodity and person B wishes to buy 15 units 

when the price is $3. Thus, at a price of $3, the total quantity demanded in the market is 

25 (=10+15) units of this commodity.  

 



Of course, this example is highly simplified since there are many buyers in most real-

world markets. The same principle, though would hold: the market demand curve is 

derived by adding together the quantities demanded by all consumers at each and every 

possible price.  

Determinants of demand 

Let's examine some factors that might be expected to change demand for most goods 

and services. These factors include:  

 tastes and preferences, 

 the prices of related goods, 

 income, 

 the number of consumers, and 

 expectations of future prices and income. 

Obviously, any change in tastes that raises the evaluation of a good will result in an 

increase in the demand for a good (as illustrated below). Those who remember the 

short-term increases in demand that occurred with slap bracelets, pogs, hypercolor t-

shirts, beanie babies, Tickle-Me-Elmos, etc., can attest to the effect of changing tastes 

on demand. Fads will often increase the demand for a good for at least a short period of 

time. 

 

Demand will also decline if tastes change so the consumption of a good becomes less 

desirable. As fads fade away, the demand for the products falls (as illustrated below). 



 

Goods may be related in consumption as either:  

 substitute goods, or  

 complementary goods.  

Two goods are said to be substitute goods if an increase in the price of one results in an 

increase in the demand for the other. Substitute goods are goods that are often used in 

place of each other. Chicken and beef, for example, may be substitute goods. Coffee and 

tea are also likely to be substitute goods. The diagram below illustrates the effect of an 

increase in the price of coffee. A higher price of coffee reduces the quantity of coffee 

demanded, but increases the demand for tea. Note that this involves a movement along 

the demand curve for coffee since this involves a change in the price of coffee. 

(Remember: a change in the price of a good, ceteris paribus, results in a movement 

along a demand curve; a change in demand occurs when something other than the price 

of the good changes.) 

 



Economists say that two goods are complementary goods if an increase in the price of 

one results in a reduction in the demand for the other. In most cases, complementary 

goods are goods that are consumed together. Examples of likely pairs of complementary 

goods include:  

 peanut butter and jelly,  

 bicycles and bicycle safety helmets,  

 cameras and film,  

 CDs and CD players, and  

 DVDs and DVD players.  

The diagram below illustrates the effect of an increase in the price of DVDs. Note that 

an increase in the price of DVDs would reduce both the quantity of DVDs demanded 

and the demand for DVD players.  

 

It is expected that the demand for most goods will increase when consumer income rises 

(as illustrated below). Think about your demand for CDs, meals in restaurants, movies, 

etc. Is it likely that you would increase your consumption of most commodities if your 

income increases. (Of course, it is possible that the demand for some goods -- such as 

generic foods, Ramen noodles, and other similar commodities -- may decline as your 

income rises. We'll examine this possibility in more detail in Chapter 6.)  



 

Since the market demand curve consists of the horizontal summation of the demand 

curves of all buyers in the market, an increase in the number of buyers would cause 

demand to increase (as illustrated below). As the population rises, the demand for cars, 

TVs, food, and virtually all other commodities, is expected to increase. A decline in 

population will result in a reduction in demand. 

 

Expectations of future prices and income are also important determinants of the current 

demand for a good. First, let's talk about the effect of a higher expected future price. 

Suppose that you have been considering buying a new car or a new computer. If you 

acquire new information that leads you to believe that the future price of this 

commodity will increase, you are probably going to be more likely to buy it today. Thus, 

a higher expected future price will increase current demand. In a similar manner, a 

reduction in the expected future price will result in a reduction in current demand (since 

you'd prefer to postpone the purchase in anticipation of a lower price in the future).  



If expected future income rises, demand for many goods today is likely to rise. On the 

other hand, if expected future income falls (perhaps because of rumors of future layoffs 

or the beginning of a recession), individuals may reduce their current demand for goods 

so that they can save more today in anticipation of the lower future income.  

International effects  

EFEITOS INTERNACIONAIS. TAXA DE CAMBIO 

When international markets are taken into account, the demand for a product includes 

both domestic and foreign demand. An important determinant of foreign demand for a 

good is the exchange rate. The exchange rate is the rate at which the currency of one 

country is converted into the currency of another country. Suppose, for example, that 

one dollar exchanges for 5 French francs. In this case, the dollar value of one French 

franc is $.20. Notice that the exchange rate between dollars and francs is the reciprocal 

of the exchange rate between francs and dollars. If the value of the dollar rises in terms 

of a foreign currency, the value of the foreign currency will fall relative to the dollar. 

This is a quite intuitive result. An increase in the value of the dollar means that the 

dollar is worth more relative to the foreign currencies. In this case, the foreign 

currencies have to be worth less in terms of dollars.  

When the value of the domestic currency rises relative to foreign currencies, 

domestically produced goods and services become more expensive in foreign countries. 

Thus, an increase in the exchange value of the dollar results in a reduction in the 

demand for U.S. goods and services. The demand for U.S. goods and services will rise, 

however, if the exchange value of the dollar declines.          Supply 

Supply is the relationship that exists between the price of a good and the quantity 

supplied in a given time period, ceteris paribus. The supply relationship may be 

represented by a supply curve: 

 

or a supply schedule: 



 

Just as there is a "law of demand" there is also a "law of supply." The law of supply 

states that:  

A direct relationship exists between the price of a good and the 

quantity supplied in a given time period, ceteris paribus. 

To understand the law of supply, it's helpful to remember the law of increasing cost. 

Since the marginal opportunity cost of supplying a good rises as more is produced, a 

higher price is required to induce the seller to sell more of the good or service.  

The law of supply indicates that supply curves will be upward sloping (as in the 

diagram below).  

 

Change in quantity supplied vs. change in supply 

As in the case of demand, it is important to distinguish between a change in supply and 

a change in quantity supplied. A change in the price of a good results in a change in the 

quantity supplied. A change in the price changes the quantity supplied, as noted in the 

diagram below. 



 

A change in supply occurs when the supply curve shifts, as in the diagram below. Note 

that a rightward shift in the supply curve indicates an increase in supply since the 

quantity supplied at each price increases when the supply curve shifts to the right. When 

supply decreases, the supply curve shifts to the left. 

Market supply 

The market supply curve is the horizontal summation of all individual supply curves. 

The derivation of this is equivalent to that illustrated above for demand curves.  

Determinants of supply 

The factors that can cause the supply curve to shift include:  

 the prices of resources,  

 technology and productivity,  

 the expectations of producers,  

 the number of producers, and  

 the prices of related goods and services.  

An increase in the price of resources reduces the profitability of producing the good or 

service. This reduces the quantity that suppliers are willing to offer for sale at each price. 

Thus, an increase in the price of labor, raw material, capital, or other resource, will be 

expected to result in a leftward shift in supply (as illustrated below). 



 

Technological improvements and changes that increase the productivity of labor result 

in lower production costs and higher profitability. Supply increases in response to this 

increase in the profitability of production (as illustrated below). 

 

As in the case of demand, expectations can play an important role in supply decisions. If, 

for example, the expected future price of a gasoline rises, refiners may decide to supply 

less today so that they can stockpile gas for sale at a later date. Conversely, if the 

expected future price of a good falls, current supply will increase as sellers try to sell 

more today before the price declines.  

An increase in the number of producers results in an increase (a rightward shift) in the 

market supply curve (as illustrated below). 



 

Since firms generally produce (or, at least, are able to produce) more than one 

commodity, they have to determine the optimal balance among all of the goods and 

services that they produce. The supply decision for a particular good is affected not only 

by the price of the good, but also by the price of other goods and services the firm may 

produce. For example, an increase in the price of corn may induce a farmer to reduce 

the supply of wheat. In this case, an increase in the price of one product (corn) reduces 

the supply of another product (wheat). It is also possible, but less common, that an 

increase in the price of one commodity may increase the supply of another commodity. 

To see this, consider the production of both beef and leather. An increase in the price of 

beef will cause ranchers to raise more cattle. Since beef and leather are jointly produced 

from cows, the increase in the price of beef will also be expected to result in an increase 

in the supply of leather.  

International effects.  

IMPORTAÇÃO DE MATERIA PRIMA 

EFEITOS INTERNACIONAIS. TAXA DE CAMBIO E INFLAÇÃO 

In our increasingly global economy, firms often import raw materials (and sometimes 

the entire product) from foreign countries. The cost of these imported items will vary 

with the exchange rate. When the exchange value of a dollar rises, the domestic price of 

imported inputs will fall and the domestic supply of the final commodity will increase. 

A decline in the exchange value of the dollar will raise the price of imported inputs and 

reduce the supply of domestic products that rely on these inputs.  

Equilibrium 

Let's combine the market demand and supply curves on one diagram: 



 

It can be seen that the market demand and supply curves intersect at a price of $3 and a 

quantity of 60. This combination of price and quantity represents an equilibrium since 

the quantity demanded equals the quantity supplied. At this price, each buyer is able to 

buy all that he or she desires and each firm is able to sell all that it desires to sell. Once 

this price is achieved, there is no reason for the price to either rise or fall (as long as 

neither the demand nor the supply curve shifts).  

 

If the price is above the equilibrium, a surplus occurs (since quantity supplied exceeds 

quantity demanded). This situation is illustrated in the diagram below. The presence of a 

surplus would be expected to cause firms to lower prices until the surplus disappears 

(this occurs at the equilibrium price of $3).  



 

If the price is below the equilibrium, a shortage occurs (since quantity demanded 

exceeds quantity supplied). This possibility is illustrated in the diagram below. When a 

shortage occurs, producers will be expected to increase the price. The price will 

continue to rise until the shortage is eliminated when the price reaches the equilibrium 

price of $3. 

 

Shifts in demand and supply 

Let's examine what happens if demand or supply changes. First, let's consider the effect 

of an increase in demand. As the diagram below indicates, an increase in demand results 

in an increase in the equilibrium levels of both price and quantity. 



 

A decrease in demand results in a decrease in the equilibrium levels of price and 

quantity (as illustrated below). 

 

An increase in supply results in a higher equilibrium quantity and a lower equilibrium 

price. 



 

Equilibrium quantity will fall and equilibrium price will rise if supply falls (as 

illustrated below.) 

 

Price ceilings and price floors 

A price ceiling is a legally mandated maximum price. The purpose of a price ceiling is 

to keep the price of a good below the market equilibrium price. Rent controls and 

regulated gasoline prices during wartime and the energy crisis of the 1970s are 

examples of price ceilings. As the diagram below illustrates, an effective price ceiling 

results in a shortage of a commodity since quantity demanded exceeds quantity supplied 

when the price of a good is kept below the equilibrium price. This explains why rent 

controls and regulated gasoline prices have resulted in shortages. 



 

A price floor is a legally mandated minimum price. The purpose of a price floor is to 

keep the price of a good above the market equilibrium price. Agricultural price supports 

and minimum wage laws are example of price ceilings. As the diagram below illustrates, 

an effective price floor results in a surplus of a commodity since quantity supplied 

exceeds quantity demanded when the price of a good is kept below the equilibrium price.  
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